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After the infarct

The patient with a myocardial infarction is likely to be
admitted amid a flurry of activity to the unfamiliar environ-
ment of an intensive care unit. After an enforced period
of strict bedrest with a cardiac monitor emphasising his
mortality he will be transferred to a general medical ward.
But what then? "What should I do and not do now, doctor,
and how can I prevent this happening to me again?" asks the
patient.

Booklets of advice for patients recovering from a myo-
cardial infarction are widely available-for example, Back to
Normal from the British Heart Foundation. Advice on what
not to do is simple. Smokers should stop as stopping clearly
reduces the risk of further infarction,' and the shock of a life
threatening illness may help break the habit. Obese patients
should aim at losing weight gradually, but stopping smoking
should take priority. Diet is important in the minds of the
public, but it has not been proved that a person reduces his
chances of a second infarct by changing his diet.24 All
patients, but especially young ones, should have their serum
cholesterol concentration measured, and ifthe value suggests
familial hypercholesterolaemia then first degree relatives of
the patient should also be investigated. Patients may drive
after waiting two months but special rules apply to those with
licences for heavy goods vehicles.5

Patients who have had a myocardial infarct are generally
encouraged to take regular exercise such as walking and to
increase their activity gradually over a few weeks. They
should be advised that they may feel fatigued for some days
or weeks, especially if they have had a big infarct. More
specific advice on what patients should be encouraged to do
may be linked to assessing the severity of their disease.

Patients may be encouraged to increase their physical
activity within a formal rehabilitation programme. This may
further restore confidence and patients may even achieve
greater physical activity than they were used to before their
infarction. Patients with desk jobs may return to work within
four to six weeks, but those with more active jobs should
take longer. The blocks to a full recovery may be more
psychological than physical, and time should be set aside for
simply talking to and listening to patients and their families.6
Sexual intercourse should be avoided for six weeks, but the
cardiovascular changes during intercourse are normally less
than during an exercise test, which should reassure patients
and their spouses.7
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The prognosis after myocardial infarction is related to the
extent of left ventricular damage and the severity and extent
of coronary artery disease.8-'0 The degree of myocardial
damage may be shown by clinical and radiographic evidence
of heart failure, by the extent ofchanges in the electrocardio-
gram, and to some degree by the rise in cardiac enzyme
activity.'01' More accurate information may be obtained
by echocardiography or radionuclide assessment of left
ventricular function.'012'3 Patients who have had a small
infarct without developing Q waves have a good short term
prognosis, but over the ensuing year their prognosis may be
similar to that of patients who developed Q waves.'4 In such
patients total occlusion of a coronary artery may not have
occurred, but a severe stenosis persists and may cause further
ischaemic events.'5
How then can we determine more accurately the prognosis

of patients recovering from a myocardial infarction? Can we
identify patients who might benefit from coronary bypass
surgery? What activities and levels of exercise can be safely
undertaken? Exercise testing is now widely used to help
answer these questions and may safely be carried out at a low
level of exercise as early as a week after infarction.1618 There
is no particular advantage in doing it so quickly, however,
and exercise testing may be more conveniently performed
four to six weeks after the infarct, when patients can be safely
exercised to the limits of their symptoms. 16 Patients who have
persistent heart failure or angina that occurs at rest or after
minimal exertion should not be exercised. A sensible policy
is to exercise those patients who might reasonably be
considered for coronary bypass surgery. A poorer prognosis
than the average is indicated by an exercise test that is
associated with depression of the ST segment of the electro-
cardiogram by 2 mm or more; angina; a limited duration of
exercise for age and sex; failure of the blood pressure to rise;
and ventricular extrasystoles.'7 18 These findings alone or in
combination usually mean extensive coronary artery disease
or impaired left ventricular function, or both. Thallium
perfusion scintigraphy performed in conjunction with
exercise testing enhances the accuracy of the test' but is
expensive, time consuming, and not widely available.

Coronary angiography with a view to possible coronary
bypass surgery may be recommended for patients who do
poorly on the exercise test, especially younger patients, those
with limiting angina, and those with physically demanding
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jobs. Whether coronary bypass surgery should be under-
taken in patients with few symptoms has been intensely
debated, but the operation is usually reserved for patients
with a stenosis of the left main coronary artery or for those
with severe disease ofthree coronary arteries and impairment
of left ventricular function. Patients who have limited
exercise ability can more easily be given a "prescription" of
activities which they can reasonably expect to do. Those who
do well are often encouraged by their performance, and their
confidence is more easily restored.

Treatment with ,B blocking drugs reduces reinfarction and
mortality after myocardial infarction,20 21 and a sensible
policy is to prescribe them to all patients who will tolerate
them. The benefit may be greatest in patients who have
sustained a large infarction2'22 and ideally these drugs should
be started in hospital, where side effects such as hypotension
and bradycardia are easily detected. They need not be
discontinued before exercise testing. Benefit appears to be
conferred for at least 18 months after infarction but may
extend up to six years.23 Trials of aspirin in varying doses
with or without dipyridamole have produced less convincing
results. The risk of further infarction is reduced, but a
statistically significant reduction in mortality has not been
shown.32425 One 300 mg tablet a day is probably as effective
as higher doses26 and is unlikely to cause harm; I recommend
this to patients who can tolerate aspirin.

Trials of calcium antagonists have been disappointing,
although a recent study suggests that diltiazem may confer
benefit in some patients.27 Angina may develop after infarc-
tion, and I1 blockers, calcium antagonists, and nitrates
should then be prescribed in the usual way. Patients with
symptoms resistant to treatment may need to be referred for
coronary angiography, but fortunately such patients are few.
Most patients can return to their usual way of life-indeed,
one possibly healthier than before they had their infarct.
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Drinking drivers: the needs for
research and rehabilitation
Despite the current publicity on drinking and driving, it is
generally accepted that in Britain only a few drunk drivers
are actually apprehended. The law is widely flouted. Con-
sequently random breath testing is much discussed, although
in truth the existing law does allow the police randomly to
stop vehicles and test the breath of anyone who smells of
alcohol or otherwise seems under the influence. An additional
call to strengthen drink-driver legislation comes in a new
report from Alcohol Concern that argues that since the
average driver starts to become more accident prone when his
blood alcohol concentration reaches 50 mg/100 ml (10-9
mmol/l) Britain should follow several other countries and
adopt this limit.' Dunbar argues the case for such a change at
p 1458.
The report published last week by the Home Office

emphasised the importance of alcohol in road accidents
among the young. la Drivers aged 20-24 have the highest rate
of failing breath tests; 39% of drivers aged 20-24 who are
killed in road accidents have blood alcohol concentrations
over the legal limit; 32% of drink-driving convictions are in
people under 25; and 21 is the peak age for drink-driving
convictions. But research undertaken by the Home Office
shows that much of the problem is undetected: the 3-3
million men aged 17-29 with driving licences drink 2-7 times
a week on average, and on half of those occasions they drink
more than five units of alcohol, which is likely to put their
blood alcohol concentration above the legal limit-and yet on
10% of these occasions the drinking is followed by driving.
Their chance of conviction is, the Home Office calculates,
about 0-4% each time. As the report says, "There appears
to be a very considerable drinking and driving problem
involving beer drinking young men, to which enforcement of
the law is unlikely to be an adequate answer." Only if the
young-and their elders-can be persuaded to reduce the
amount they drink can we hope for an important fall in the
number of times that people drink and drive.

Such discussions obscure the fact, however, that little
attention is paid to those drivers who are convicted of drink-
driving offences. Too little is known of their drinking
histories. How many, for example, are alcohol dependent
and how many receive any treatment? How many are
drinking enough alcohol to suffer other problems? How
many modify their intake after being apprehended and
convicted?
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